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ABSTRACT

Pipelines are valuable and essential components in oil and gas industry as means of transport. However, as corrosion attack cannot be avoided there is a high risk to have accidents due to the operating conditions. Wall thinning mainly caused as a result of corrosion can provoke fatal disasters, especially for gas pipes where the corrosion effects are superimposed by high-cycle fatigue loading due to the cyclic pumping of the compressor stations. For this reason in pipeline inspection it is not enough to know where defective areas are located, the defects should be sized as accurate as possible in order to evaluate the risk for failure by fracture mechanical approaches.

Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL) is a widely used technique by intelligent pigs (Pipeline Inspection Gauges). However, the accuracy of defect sizing is still questionable and needs optimization. Furthermore, a limited knowledge about the amount of operating parameters, i.e. mainly the inner pressure and its changes, temperature variations and the use of an inaccurate analytical model for sizing influence the risk for failure and do not allow the MFL technique to be more effective. In order to reconstruct the shape and dimensions of corrosion defects from MFL signals, it is helpful to use a 2D approximation to save expensive computational costs of simulation in 3D. In the here proposed work we demonstrate that 2D simulation can be accurate enough to interpret MFL signals obtained from corrosion defects and subsequently allow the defect reconstruction. The selection of an ideal mesh resolution and the boundary conditions are two essential parameters to guarantee accurate numerical results. MFL signals are simulated in 3D- and 2D-approximations in a steel plate with three different half-spherical artificial defects. Simulation results are discussed and compared with experimental results.
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INTRODUCTION

The accuracy to interpret magnetic flux leakage (MFL) signals in order to reconstruct detected defects is strongly affected by several parameters. How each parameter influences the acquired signal is studied in different publications in the last decades. When magnetizing the pipe as usual in axial direction, the amplitude of the MFL signal is strongly influenced by defect depth and defect width. As the defect depth increases, the signal amplitude increases in an almost linear manner, while the relation between signal amplitude and defect width (in hoop direction) grows steeply for narrow defects and tends to saturate for larger values. The defect length (in axial direction) has not a big influence on the signal amplitude as the other dimensions, the amplitude decreases slightly when defect length increases. However, changes in defect length can be easily determined by changes between the distances of peaks in the MFL signal along the horizontal axis. It is also well known that, the separation from the sensor to the test sample (lift-off) affects noticeably the MFL signal amplitude, with significantly reduction of the amplitude when the sensor is lifted up from the specimen [1-4].

Normally, MFL signal treatment is studied for an isolate defect. In [5,6] the relation between adjacent defects is investigated, which propose, with good agreement between analytical and experimental results that, it is possible to determine defect dimensions of slots and with circular shape. The influence of slot to slot distance and the depth ratio of two adjacent slots are considerable while material characteristics are not relevant.

In this paper, we discuss the possibility to use 2D approximation for interpretation of MFL signals in order to reconstruct defects. Evaluation of 2D simulation accuracy in this field is important due to time and computational costs of 3D simulations. Simulated and experimental signals from a set of plates each one with three calotte shaped defects are contrasted. In this work the defect length is defined as these defect dimension which extends along the applied field (X direction) and the normal component of the leakage field will be the MFL component perpendicular to the surface (Z direction).

MODELLING

Several works have proposed analytical and computational approaches to interpret MFL signals [7-12]. There are also studies for specific applications as the recent open case of coated steel belts [13]. Mostly of them demonstrated good accuracy with experiments; however they are applied only for specific kind of defects and restrictions have to be taken into account when a pipeline is inspected.

We are interested to take advantage of recent improvement in finite element software to deal with the reconstruction of defects with different shapes. As first approach, we used the model in Fig. 1. The yoke is composed of iron and permanent magnets. The specimen is a steel plate, its dimensions guarantee convergence in measurements as for an infinite plate. Materials used for simulation have the characteristics such those in a real pipeline-pig application. This model is used in order to establish a smaller space in the model to simulate only the part of the model we are interested for.
Fig. 1: Magnetic field of a yoke system and a steel plate

The MFL behavior can be here analyzed as a magnetostatic problem by magnetic scalar potential method. Using known definitions for magnetic field:

In a current free region,

$$\nabla \times \mathbf{H} = 0$$

(1)

if the magnetic potential is defined as Vm then the magnetic field can be expressed as,

$$\mathbf{H} = -\nabla V_m$$

(2)

Taking into account the constitutive relation for the magnetic flux density,

$$\mathbf{B} = \mu_0 (\mathbf{H} + \mathbf{M})$$

(3)

and the equation

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0$$

(4)

then, the relation for Vm can be deduced as,

$$-\nabla \cdot (\mu_0 \nabla V_m - \mu_0 M) = 0$$

(5)

As a second approach, advantage of symmetries in the model can be used, see Fig. 1. The magnetic field is symmetric with respect to the XZ plane and antisymmetric with respect to the YZ plane. In this case, only a quarter of the geometry has to be modeled. COMSOL software is selected as the finite element simulation software in this application. For the magnetostatic case
it is advisable to use the magnetic fields, no currents in the interface from the AC/DC module of COMSOL. Symmetry in XZ plane means that the magnetic field is tangential to the boundary, this situation can be represented by the magnetic insulation condition in COMSOL, using the expression:

\[ \mathbf{n} \cdot (\mu_0 \nabla \mathbf{m} - \mu_0 \mathbf{M}) = \mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{E} = 0 \]  

(6)

While the perpendicularity of the magnetic field on the antisymmetric YZ plane can be described by a constant magnetic scalar potential, mathematically expressed as,

\[ \mathbf{v}_m = 0 \]  

(7)

corresponding in COMSOL to the zero magnetic scalar potential condition.

The mesh was computed after the definition of the physical characteristics and boundary conditions for the model. Here is important to take care of the defects borders. A high-densed mesh for defects area is necessary and also rounded edges should have a specific mesh distribution in order to get a smooth signal, i.e. edges with inner angle > \( \pi/2 \).

RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows the normal component of the magnetic field in a test block. It is a steel plate 500x120x15 mm with three artificial defects. Magnetic field is 20,000 A/m applied in X direction. Defects have calotte shapes, their diameter are 10, 15 and 30 mm respectively. Magnetic dipoles generated due to the presence of each defect are well defined.
For an inspection tool which uses MFL method, it is impossible to set-up the sensor array direct on the surface of the test block, the air gap between the plate and the sensor is usually called lift-off. In Fig. 3 the tangential (Hx), the circumferential (Hy) and the normal (Hz) components of the magnetic field for a lift-off corresponding to 1 mm can be seen.

Simulations and experimental studies were performed on 9 different test blocks. All blocks are 500mm in length and 120mm in width. The height varies between 10 to 15 mm as is shown in Table 1. Every plate has three defects with the same depth. Defects position and diameter at the surface are all the same for every plate, the same as in the Fig. 2. Every test block is identified with TK and two numbers, the first number correspond to the block height and the second one belongs to defects depth.
The selection of a properly adjusted mesh size for domains and edges in the simulation process was a key parameter to obtain accurate results. A direct influence of the incident field to the MFL signal amplitude is observed. This means that our sample is not completely saturated. In Fig. 4a a 2D MFL signal can be observed, measured for the test block TK 10-70 at 1mm of lift-off over the middle of the defects in axial direction. The same signal was obtained for each plate and compared with experimental results.

For experiments, every test block was magnetized with a dc-electromagnet producing a horizontal static magnetic field of 20.000 A/m. A sensor array composed of 8 different channels was used to register the MFL signal. Every channel acquires the signal from an electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT) [14]. The MFL signal obtained due to the defects present in the TK 10-70 test block is shown in Fig. 4b.
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**Fig. 4:** Simulated (a) and experimental (b) magnetic normal component in TK 10-70

### Table 1: Dimensions of test blocks and corresponding defects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Defects depth [%]</th>
<th>Plate height [mm]</th>
<th>Plate width [mm]</th>
<th>Plate length [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TK 10-05</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK 10-30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK 10-70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK 15-05</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK 15-30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK 15-70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK 20-05</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK 20-30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK 20-70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The same comparison was performing with every plate with a good agreement in results. Obtained results are summarized in Fig. 5. We can observe strong influence of the defect geometry in the amplitude of the MFL signal as defect depth increase. For those defects with a cross-sectional area much larger than the half-circle area ($\pi d^2 / 2$ where $d$ is the defect depth), the MFL signal is only scarcely affected due to changes in defect area. This behavior is similar for the three plate heights analyzed.

Fig. 5: Behavior comparison of magnetic normal component peak to peak for different plate heights (a) and different defect depths (b)
CONCLUSIONS

The two dimensional approach to MFL simulation offers a good compromise between time and computational effort to the accuracy of the results in order to understand the phenomenon and establish a model with simpler mathematical analysis. A method which takes into account the superficial area of the defect should be developed to give different treatment to defects with big opening surface and those with small open surface. In this case, it is essential to determine the defect width. When sensor arrays are used in the circumferential direction, the signal from every sensor can be used as a representation on two-dimensional planes. The collection of this signal group can be used to determine the defect width and as a consequence all information about the defect.
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